
The Indoctrinators, Part 1:  George Soros

Description

The world is a far darker place than it was three years ago. Besides the treachery of politicians 
and the foolishness of millions, much blame for this New Dark Age and feudal system to match 
falls on four well-known men whose purposeful social engineering over the years has 
undermined national democracies and economies, and created fertile ground for the final 
realisation of their post democracy dream of a global socialist/fascist world, controlled by 
supranational organisations such as the United Nations (UN), the World Health Organisation 
(WHO) and of course, themselves. 

Their names are well known. George Soros (the subject of today’s article), Klaus Schwab and 
Bill Gates have exploited the anti-science, authoritarian Covid-19 policies of lockdowns and 
mandatory vaccinations to further their malign ambitions. Their shared justification is ‘climate 
change’, possibly the most successful hoax in history thanks to the saintly status of the fourth 
Indoctrinator, David Attenborough.  

‘Of all tyrannies, a tyranny sincerely exercised for the good of its victims may be the most oppressive’ – 
C S Lewis

I FIRST wrote on Soros in 2019, noting the sick ironic fact that he named his foundations The Open
Society after philosopher Karl Popper’s anti-totalitarian treatise and defence of Western liberal values, 
The Open Society and its Enemies. Open Society Foundations (OSF), the antithesis of the
Enlightenment principles which Popper valued, works to destabilise nation states, and promotes a
global hybrid of socialism/fascism.
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Hungarian-born Soros, now aged 92, has had a pathological hatred of any form of nationalism for most
of his life and has actively sought to destabilise strong nation states. With a net worth of $6.7billion, he
certainly has the money to do so. With OSF, the vehicle for his messiah complex, he is relentless in
pursuing his agenda. Climate change, ‘refugees’, transgenderism and any woke dogma which
undermines traditional liberal democracies are supported by him. Enlightenment values and rationality
are scorned in favour of anti-science, magical thinking. The young are targeted, destroying their futures
to ‘save the planet’, and mutilating themselves for the pernicious transgender trend.

He is an enthusiastic champion of the UN’s malevolent Agenda 2030, and with investments in
organisations paid to raise ‘climate change’ alarmism, OSF has led the way in developing that woke
PR coup – connecting the green agenda to the concept of ‘justice’ and that not to pursue ‘greenery’ is
to be morally wrong.

Promoting the twin pet projects of the Indoctrinators, Covid-19 and climate change, OSF advocates
debt cancellation for dictators, ‘climate change justice’, and global vaccine research as part of its
‘global policy solutions’. The implementation of these is guaranteed to plunder what’s left of the West’s
resources.

OSF’s brand of woke imperialism is dangerous. Broken people lead to broken societies, and then to
failed states.  This is a perfect scenario for supranational organisations like the OSF to step into, to fuel
Soros’s nightmarish idea of ‘utopia’. Supporting anarchists is a quick way to destroy Western societies
so allowing the Indoctrinators to ‘Build Back Better’ as they would have it. To help catalyse this, OSF
has, to date, given more than £33million to Black Lives Matter, the anti-Semitic Marxist organisation
whose ambitions to ruin the once secure and democratic West align with those of Soros’s foundation.

Soros has not worked alone. In 2002, he plotted to save the world with the World Economic Forum
(WEF) founder, Klaus Schwab. Together with Gates, Soros has long been attending the annual Davos
meetings. In 2015, both men met Schwab and the Presidents of the World Bank and of BlackRock to
discuss ‘climate governance’.

At Davos 2018, where the theme was Schwab’s Stalinist polemic, the ‘Fourth Industrial Revolution’, he
pushed for the big tech giants like Facebook be regulated; a archetypical goal for those intent on global
control. In his speech there last year, he hysterically marked Russia’s invasion of Ukraine as a ‘third
world war’, and while ignoring the mote in his eye claimed that Vladimir Putin is the biggest threat to
global security. By contrast Davos delegates often behave rather favourably towards one of the world’s
most dangerous regimes, the Chinese Community Party (CCP). Soros is no exception – his speech
ignored the CCP’s export of detrimental lockdown propaganda, but rebuked it for failing to provide
adequate Covid-19 vaccines.

His predilection for Covid-19 propaganda and vaccine zealotry can perhaps be explained by his recent
investments. In July 2021, a Soros and Gates consortium invested $41million in a British company
manufacturing Covid-19 lateral flow tests. A year later, the Soros Economic Development Fund gave
$100million to COVAX, a subsidiary of the Bill & Melinda Gates Foundation (BMGF), which provides
global access to Covid-19 vaccines. And it goes without saying that his fund invests in (heavily
government subsidised) electric car manufacturers too, and owns almost $1million worth of shares in
Amazon.
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Soros isn’t averse to funding his Trump Derangement Syndrome either. In 2021, he personally gave
$1million to Colour of Change, a political action committee which helped elect Alvin Bragg, the
prosecutor responsible for the indictment of former President Donald Trump.

The OSF is, it goes without saying, a ‘partner’ of the WEF, the euphemism for funding this
cartel.  Soros has a platform on the WEF website, where he writes on topics ranging from the so-called
perils of nationalism to support for the corrupt EU and championing Ukraine’s troublesome
government. Eight years ago Soros planned to invest $1billion into the country. Recently, despite his
aversion to nationalism, the OFS awarded more than $230million to the neo-Nazi-infested Ukrainian
regime.

All four Indoctrinators are intrinsically linked in multiple ways. They share a disturbing
neo?Malthusianism perspective on humanity, positing that restricting population growth is essential to
‘save the planet’. Worryingly, they have the means to impose their megalomaniac fantasies on an
unsuspecting world. Perhaps the most cunning is Schwab, the next subject in this series.

By Karen Harradine
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